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PREFACE

This handbook was produced and compiled as part of the "Teaching
Japanese for Communication Project" - a California State University Project
funded by the California Post-Secondary Education Commission and the
California Department of Education under Title II of the Education for
Economic Security Act. The main purpose for developing this handbook was to
provide communicative activities for the Japanese classroom to assist teachers of
Japanese in implementing communication-based instruction.

As most of the textbooks now available are grammar-based, this handbook
was designed in such a way that teachers could easily identify and utilize an
activity that corresponds to the area of the language their students are currently
studying. Thus some vocabulary and structural patterns are given for each
activity at the beginning level since it is more difficult to have students engage
in any sustained communication at this level. However, it is not the intent of the
compilers to limit the lingaistic forms to those listed . On the contrary, we
believe that every effort should be made to encourage students to use what they
have previously studied during any activity. Communication by nature contains
unpredictable elements. Language to be used in 'communicative' activities
should not be limited to pre-selected materials. On the other hand, teachers can
devise communicative activities that would enable students to practice certain
structures or vocabulary while trying to use the language for a specific purpose,
that is to say, concentrating not on the forms, but rather on the meaning. These
activites will also provide opportunities for students to apply in different
contexts various forms they have already studied. Furthermore, they will help
motivate students to learn, in the process of communication, new words and
structural patterns that may not be in the textbook. They thus enable students to
be actively involved, setting the stage for a learner- centered syllabus design.

Another advantage of using communicative activites is that they make it
easier for teachers to bring socio -cultural contexts into their classroom. This
handbook contains some socio -cultural notes to illustrate this point. We have
also tried to give sample materials for the activities in the hope that they will
assist busy teachers in trying thIn out right away.

It is our wish that this handbook serve as a starting point for more ideas and
efforts in order to have students engage in actual communication in the Japanese
classroom at all levels of instruction.
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1 1. Whose Turn Is It? /V-v

1

Objectives

Level

Language

Group Size

Time

Preparation

Activity

Notes

Variations

Deciding who is going to be spokesperson in a team or which
team reports first.

Any level

h),ILCel,

2 or more, depending on the size of the team

1-2 minutes

None

Two or more players simultaneously show their hand, saying
;/. A fist is a stone An open hand is a sheet of

paper g. A victory sign is a pair of scissors 79.. Stone wins
over scissors, because scissors can't cut stone. Stone loses to paper,
because paper can wrap stone. Scissors win over paper, because
scissors can cut paper. Scissors lose to stone, because scissors can't
cut stone. Paper wins over stone, because paper can wrap stone.
Paper loses to scissors, because scissors can cut paper.

say L.. St! (They are the same, aren't they?) when the
same hands are shown Repeat the process until one of them wins.

The activity ;; ;/,-,%/ is not only used to determine the turn,
but also it can be a game of fun. Students can have a tournament,
playing the game.

1. When the group size is more than 6, pair up students and
let all winners of the paired students play :;-'r

2. See Chopstick lottery < Lijtc.

Communicative Activities for the Japanese Classroom 1
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2. Whose Turn Is It? - Chopstick Lottery / < t*115

Objectives Deciding who is going to be spokesperson in a team or which
team reports first.

Level Any level

Language -*-4')gRrt-
htzi)

Group Size 2 or more, depending on the size of the team

Time 1-2 minutes

Preparation Prepare a bundle of chopsticks, marking the end of one chopstick
in color or 6,-zi) (bull's eye).

Activity

No tes

Each student draws a chopstick from the bundle until one of them
gets the marked one.

Use other cultural activities and materials in deciding who takes a
turn.

Variation 1. See i% :/

Communicative Activities for the Japanese Classroom 3



3. Closing Hands, Opening Hands / k-CV,

Objectives

Levels

Language

Group size

Time

Preparation

Activity

Notes

Identifying parts of the body.

Beginning / Intermediate

Body parts and body movements.

All

10 minutes

The musical piece t: Prepare a tape of the song
and a cassette player, if possible.

The teacher sings the song and demonstrates movements accompany-
ing the words.

trt/I,T Vt-wr
*fr-')"*C. trtiv`t#

(T)
tstA.,-C#
*t-r*C titA,T#

The teacher leads the activity, rephrasing the words 0)*t'± ( T )
to -t-0)*t-n (x. a, H. 11, .

Students will join in singing along with the movements.

When students are ready to sing the song by themselves, let them give
the command by their choice of the body parts. Students can take
the lead one by one, as the rest of the class follows the command.

Last step is to instruct students to close their eyes and do the
movements, as they hear each body part call A.

The song serves to activate TPR(Total Physical Response). It can be
used as a means to provide 'Comprehensible Input" in teaching
vocabulafy of body parts.

Communicative Activities for the Japanese Classroom 4



Variations 1. The song -t.C. t)*t- tzrz 5 is also effective for
practicing vocabulary of body parts and body movements.

S-fttrt-)f-_-
-q-7:,et-)1111ft-C#5-r; 5 Lt

y3 f,:t.:;:: 5

Rephrase the underlined body parts with other body parts such as
J14, ft, If or the underlined movements as f- .E1 ct 5 ,

kt.c5,111*L-ch-3,
L 5.

2. "Radio Exercises" ti** are another activity to practice
vocabulary of body parts, movements, and numbers.

Communicative Activities for the Japanese Classroom 5
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4. What Is Your Telephone Number? /

Objectives Identifying and telling numbers from zero to nine.

Level Beginning

Language

213098504821Tt0

Numbers 0 to 9.

Group Size All students in class.

Time 5 minutes

Preparation Instruct students to prepare a pen and a sheet of paper.

Activity Students ask for telephone numbers from other students. The
following is a sample interaction.

Notes

A: t)
B: 714-123-4567
A: 2. 2_ , 714-123-4567 --C-4-fa.
B: £L. I'.
A:
B: 1111,)2_.

After confirming the correct numbers, students write down the
other student's name and the telephone number on the sheet. They
circulate and compete to collect the most telephone numbers in
the asigned time. The inquirers of the number get a point,
because inquirees are not allowed to ask the same question from
the inquirers.

Telephone numbers are often mentioned without any counter,
though the Japanese emergency number 110 t ( < UR-)
equivalent to 911 in the U.S. always requires the counter t.

Communicative Activities for the Japanese Classroom 7



Variation 1. The activity is also good to work with topics such as the
number of family members and siblings, which require counters
for people.

e.g.
EffiliffiPAIttblo tiMIL:ALM7VAtilito

T

Communicative Activities for the Japanese Classroom 8



5. When Is Your Birthday? / iivve-Fc--4blo

Objectives

Levels

Language

Telling month, day, year, and birthday.

Beginning / Intermediate

A±Hilleltip./MMAMEMIthiLt./

years, months, days

Group Size All students in class

Time

Prep arati o n

Activity

Notes

8 minutes

Instruct students to gather in open space in classroom.

(Line up)
Students question one another regarding their birthday and line up
chronologically according to their birth date. When they finish
lining up, each student announces his/her birthday.

For a comprehension check the instructor can ask such questions as

*T-C#1-bl.

/m/1/1-kiitil±thiLtz:b1.

If the class is larger than 20 students or if the classroom has little
open space, divide them into small groups. Rotate their turns or let
each group do different activities suggested below.

The activity is quick and easy. It serves well as an ice breaker. Its
variations and applications are numerous.

Applications I. Line up according to the 5 LI 5 2_ 13 order of their last names
and/or first names.

2. Line up according to the shortest distance from schcol to their
residences, birthplaces, etc.

Communicative Activities for the Japanese Classroom 9



6. Introducing / Neft

Objectives Talking about one's self and family

Level Beginning / Applicable for Intermediate

Language )

9 I

Words for family members, etc.
(e.g. 3/Z, 0, tft, 52,, ffi, 4.11,9Z, 411-a,

t411.9: t411-fa ,

No)-)
occupations(ffig , , ,

il'AffillHA, etc-)
Age, Japanese family and first names, and question wordsJi,

Group Size 4 6 students in each group

Time One class period

Preparatio n Pictures of Japanese Families (cut-ups from magazines or
photos)

Activity (Role play)
Each group receives a Japanese family picture and decides
on a family name and individual names as well as
occupations and ages. Each student identifies himself or
herself as one of the family members. Each group in turn
stands up and each member introduces the family member
next to him (e.g. Z... tL Mt. ) Other students in
class ask questions about his or her name, age, and
occupation using polite forms. (e.g. jj ø.X.
Itt3E4 C z i?

tCNTst. )

Communicative Activities for the Japanese Classroom 10 1 7



Afterwards the group shares their picture with the
rest of the class. Students write up family trees.

Socio-Cultural Use of different forms for family relationships according to
Notes in-group and out-group status. Use cf Japanese family

pictures introduces the students to Japanese customs and way
of life. The sample picture, for example, gives a great deal
of information about Japanese lifestyle, e.g. relaxing on
Mg, sitting on avt, the way tea is served, a hot water
bottle which has replaced a traditional tea kettle over a
hibachi, etc.

Application This activity can be extended for more advanced students
by having them talk about interests, hobbies , personal
traits, etc.

Communicative Activities for the Japanese Classroom 11
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7. Who Am I? / fj,Itiff-C cr. ?

Objectives Talking about people's professions, nationalities, whether
or not they are male /female, living or historical persons.

Level Beginning/ Applicable for Intermediate

Language it "C't 9 I-

Group Size

Time

Preparation

Activity

Terms for occupations ( e.g.
*ft*, igff 11L ire**, V-IfiA, 7V- ig*)
nationalities (e.g. B*A, 7( tA, etc.) and other
words such as O)A (1)A , 40)A , ifoDA, etc.

3 6 students in each group

10 20 minutes

Prepare cards with the names in katakana of famous
personalities, or use photos.

(Guessing game)
Each student receives a card and students in the group
ask each other questions until the identity is discovered. The
group that finishes gutssing all the names first wins.

Notes If photos are used, names can still be written in katakana to
provide reading practice.

Application See next activity for intermediate level.

Communicative Activities for the Japanese Classroom 13



Who Is the Celebrity? / °DA A.0 tit ?

Objectives

Levels

Language

Group Size

Time

Preparation

Activity

Comprehending descriptions of people, actions, and scenes, given
contextual/pictorial support, and describing them.

Intermediate

OffiCit V* ft** 7t,37:/47 Rib*
A4cvoil* R** 41* *W
7)cUtA B*A BA(A) Wb14141/1%0
NoAblAii1/%1i1

A-**-av-cli)6 1197:4

VIz3 A'lltc6149.701EUtlilfz

Professions, age, ethnicities, nationalities, physical characteristics,
types of clothing, actions, behaviors, backgrounds, personalities, etc.

4 students

10 -15 minutes

Collect pictures of famous figures cut out of magazines and paste
them on construction paper. Choose celebrities across different
fields but known to students. They should share some similarities
in profession, age, ethnicity, nationality, physical characteristics,
types of clothing, action, behavior, background, personality, etc.

A team of students receive one picture facing down. They
describe the picture among themselves for 2 minutes. They should
not show their picture to other students in class.

The instructor describes the celebrity, starting with general
features to specifics such as 7 )c t AZ-1- . No A-C-41-

*9<W)itk.ftoptiJIAtirct.a,o)tt.
it-T-t144b1301-1-.

---7-1/t°T11.6,1Lb1"-et it.

Looking at the pictures, students listen to the descriptions of the
celebrities given by the instructor. Students raise their hands, when

Communicative Activities for the Japanese Classroom 14
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Notes

their picture is described. The instructor checks the picture to
make sure it matches the description.

If it is a correct match, ask the class to guess who it is. If the class
can't guess who it is, then ask the team to give more descriptive
cues until the class guesses the celebrity. Repeat the process until
all pictures are described and guessed.

Students look at the pictures and describe them among themselves
before the teacher gives the descriptions. Listening comprehen-
sion will be enhanced by such advanced brainstorming.

Variations 1. The whole class can participate in the activity, when pictures
are numbered and placed against the blackboard. Students write
down the numbers of pictures, when they are described. This can be
used to evaluate listening comprehension.

2. Students can bring a picture of their choice and prepare
descriptions of the picture. They leave it face down on the
instructor's table without showing it to other students. The
instructor shuffles them and distributes one picture to each
student. Each picture will be described by the owner of the
picture. Repeat the process described above to identify the celebrity.

Application 1. Pictures of foods and varimis situations can be used instead of
celebrities.

Communicative Activities for the Japanese Classroom 15 2 2



9. Travel Abroad /

Objectives

Levels

Language

Group size

Time

Prep aratio n

Activity

Being able to suggest possible activities and invite others
to join in. Being able to comprehend and respond.

Beginning / Applicable for Intermediate and Advanced

Using the let's form (i U. 5) and the invitation form
( ). Directional particle, "-N", Location
particle,""C", Object particle "

<, AZ, tZ. , 3 , itts, and words
such as it, )\ F)i. 7 7 ez-A, AWS, irn, etc. as
appropriate.

4 to 6 students in each group

15 - 20 minutes

Prepare in advance maps of the world highlighting different
countries. On each map place pictures of famous landmarks
and activities commonly associated with the highlighted
country. ( See attached samples.) Add more countries, such
as Thailand, Korea, China, India, etc. Prepare a sufficient
number of different maps so that each student in any given
group receives a different map. The teacher or students can
also bring post cards, posters, pictures, etc. for this activity.

(Role play)
Each student in the group has a chance to try and convince
the other students to choose the country specified on his or
her map explaining what one can do in that country. The
winner is decided if one student has convinced all the others
to join him or her. If there is a tie, try using Jan-ken to
decide the winner.

Cultural Notes "Jan-ken" is used in a variety of situations calling for a

Communicative Activities for the Japanese Classroom 16 23



designated winner. See "Whose Turn Is It?

Applications I. Instead of planning a trip, have the students give an
account of their travels (i.e., what he or she did, ate, saw,
etc.) using the same map with pictures.

2. Let the students talk about their own trips.

3. For a more advanced class, consider expenses and
distance when deciding where to go. Use authentic travel
brochures instead of pictures if possible.

Communicative Activities for the Japanese Classroom 17
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10. What Is My Name? / tkOAtirIltirc-C LI ?

Objectives

Level

Language

Talking about the existence or non-existence of people and
objects and their locations.

Beginning

ict,Itt/hi9tto

Items commonly found in a house:
4*-T-, VL.. 7 7'4/,

G. * WO-T. Y 7 7. etc-

Japanese family namesab*.. A, 4, ita, 96, etc.)

Group size 3 - 6 students in each group

Time 15 minutes

Preparatio n Prepare a sheet with pictures of four to seven houses, each
with several items. The items should vary slightly from
house to house, and each picture should be labeled with a
family name. (See attached sample) For each set (the
number of picture sheets in a set equals the number of
students in each group) circle a differeat family name on
each sheet so that each student will have a different identity.
There shonld be at least one extra house that does not belong
to any student. You will need one such set for each group in
your class.

Activity (Guessing game)
Each member of the group receives a sheet with a
different family name circled. The object of this game is
for the students to ask questions about the existence of
various animals, objects and people in each house until they
can identify the name of the family. The group which
correctly identifies each of its own members first is the

Communicative Activities for the Japanese Classroom 21
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Cultural Notes

Variation

winner.

One can devise pictures of more traditional Japanese
furnishings and other items, such as WO) , , etc.
Show some pictures of Japanese homes. Explain to students
that Japanese houses display the name of the head of
household at the entrance and that these signs are called
ASL.

Within the group, students find out five or so items which
everyone has in their own home, and five or so items which
only one of the members has. The group which has the final
result first wins, and each group will report on their
findings.

Communicative Activities for the Japanese Classroom 22
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11. How Many Are There? / l < itblo

Objectives Indicating how many people or obje,cts there are and using
appropriate counters for various objects and people.

Level B eginning

Language it.
Appropriate forms of counters. (e.g. k.1---) , (CV, ,

etc.)
Names of common household objects.
Counters for people, animals, cars, furniture, etc. (e.g.E, , -A, -*, etc.), and numbers.

Group size 4 6 students in each group

Time 15 minutes

Preparation Same as "What Is My Name?" For this activity, put more
than one of the same items in the houses,

Activity (Guessing game)
Each member of the group receives a sheet with a different
house circle,.i. The object of this game is for the students to
ask questions about the existence of various animals, objects
and people in each house and their numbers until they can
identify the name of the family. The group which correctly
identifies each of its own members first is the winner.

Application Students ask each other how many brothers and sisters they
have, how many pets, how many coats, chairs, rooms, etc.
Students then write the results of the interview in Japanese
on the sheets with the empty outlines of a house.

sl`

Communicative Activities for the Japanese Classroom 24
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12. Where Is It Sold? / 1,. b'

Objectives

Level

Language

Group size

Time

Preparation

Activity

Asking locations and understanding simple directions in a
department store, etc. Naming everyday household items.

Beginning

it ) it.
Everyday household items and their generic terms
(e.g. furniture, appliances etc.) Words such as

"W ffl1L ti7A, Pt id< etc.

students in pairs

15 minutes

A pair of pictures, e.g. one with a department store that
has pictures of different objects on each floor, and the other
with a department store without pictures of merchandise, but
with a shopping list on top (see attached illustration).

(Role Play)
The pairs of students are given one sheet each. A customer

the student with the picture of the empty department
store and the shopping list, asks the clerk at the information
desk 0% FA] 9 ), the student with the picture of the full
department store, for information as to the location of the
items on his or her shopping list. The customer will write
the names of the objects on the appropriate floor in his or
her sheet.

Cultural Notes Design a store layout similar to a Japanese department store.
Consider adding some other items found only in Japan, such

as aVfll 0h/t. , etc.

Communicative Activities for the Japanese Classroom 26 3,
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Application This same activity can be used with different settings such
as neighborhood stores.

4
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13. What Is in the Refrigerator? /*/qtj L

Objectives Identifying vocabulary of food items by listening and reading.

Level Beginning

Language L') it I Lt._
P) I Lt.-

foods, beverages, fruit

Group Size 2

Time 5 minutes

Preparation Prepare a vocabulary list of food items and a card containing
hidden food items in a crossword puzzle format written in Hiragana.

Tell students that there was a note from their mother when they
came home from school. The note said the following: "You can
have anything in the refrigerator, but only if you can find the items
in the puzzle. When you find the food items in the card, circle them
and then you have to cross them out on the list. After doing this,
you may have them, if you wish. This exercise may curb your
appetite until I come home. I don't want you to empty the
refrigerator..."

Activity (Game)
The instructor reads food items from the vocabulary list (See the
sample). Students find the word on the card. The words are
arranged vertically, horizontally, diagonally in all directions: from
top to bottom, bottom to top, left to right, right to left, diagonally top
to bottom or reverse.

When they find the word, they announce it by saying
and circle it. The instructor reads two more words. Then students
continue the task on their own until they find as many words as
possible in the puzzle and have crossed out all words on the list.
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Notes

Variations

Application

When they work as a pair, they can help each other find the words.
One student can read the words in the vocabulary list and the other
can find them. They can take turns in reading the words.

This activity is good to review vocabulary items.

1. For beginners, choose vocabulary items written in Hiragana
and/or Katakana.

2. For intermediate students, kanji compound words are also
good.

1. The vocabulary in the crossword p17z1e format can be
extended into different areas such as things connected with school,
daily activities, etc.

/ .,
.:% 0
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14. Let's Go Shopping. / 1_,

Objectives

Level

Language

Group size

Time

Preparatio n

Activity

Cultural Notes

Telling what and how many you need from a store. Being
able to ask the price and handle Japanese currency.

Beginning

*, etc )---
II)+1
i"-C ( gi r"C't

Names of food items, flowers, stationery store items, and
other everyday homehold items. Names of stores (fruit
store, etc.)

6 students in each group

15 minutes

Prepare cards with pictures of different merchandise on one
side, and their Japanese names and prices on the other side.
In addition make separate cards each indicating the names of
different stores, such as /E E Vff E E
Alta , etc.

(Sorting, and Role play)
Half of the group plans a party, and makes a shopping list.
The other half plays the role of store owners (two stores
each). While the other group is making the shopping list, the
store owners will sort out the merchandise that belongs to
their own stores. (Ile cards are given to them with Japanese
writing side up.) In the second part of the activity, the party
givers try to buy everthing they need, sometimes substituting
other items as necessary.

Show the students pictures of neighborhood stores in Japan,
and discuss how, for example, meat, vegetables, rice, etc. are
sold in specialty stores.
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Show students Japanese currency and explain how change is
counted in Japan.

4
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15. What Types of Food or Drink Do You Like?

Objectives Talking about one's likes and dislikes regarding the taste of
food and drink.

Level Beginning

Language t-th t-q-A,.

(ty\*) tittlirt"zr.
(adj.) < t/c, <t.t0
Adjectives, gr-,b11,1,5toil,-tt, -4-th--11, etc.

Names of food items and other words such as t ,

Group Size Students in pairs

Time 10 minutes

Preparatio n One set of cards with pictures of food on one side and their
taste on the other, and another set of cards with only the
adjectives written.

Activity (Role play)
One student, a mean 31st, has the food cards and the
other, a poor gat , has the adjective (taste) cards. The
Ala offers titig something to eat or drink and asks what
types of food fiat likes. alst gives his preference (e.g.

AfrC*-4-.
? ) 3fit teases by giving the wrong food or

drink. fitlit politely and patiently repeats his preference

) Take turns.

Variation 5 to 6 students in each group. Each student is given one
'taste' card and several food cards. Students trade cards with

Communicative Activities for the Japanese Classroom 41
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So cio -Cul tural
Notes

Application

each other until they have gotten rid of all the food that do
not have the particular taste, and collected all the food that
do.

Japanese students use polite style of speech to their seniors.

Students ask each other about their own preferences in the
taste of food and drink.
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16. Who Will Be Hired? / )1414liWt?

Objectives Describing personal characteristics and comprehending
such descriptions.

Level Beginning/ Applicable for Intermediate and Advanced

Language Adj.N (
Adj. L,

, IEI etc.) tcA
Adj. di 4), $3 etc.)A

tAL,61/1,
--4"611, AffiEl, TAffiR,
Talk, OM, 41t)i. Ti51,111, tks-%,
etc., and words for job titles.

Group Size Students in groups of two or larger

Time 15 minutes

Preparation Prepare cards with different job titles.

Activity (Role Play )
Small company executives discuss desired qualities for
prospective employees for different jobs in the company.
Students fill in the job title cards with the traits which they
feel are important for that specific job. They should also
add some traits that are undesirable.

Cultural Notes The type of characteriStics sought by a Japanese
company for a specific job may be different from the
American counterpart.
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17. Which House Would You Like to Rent?

Objectives

Level

Language

Discussing one's preferences regarding living
spaces. Being able to comprehend and use familiar and
formal style appropriately in different socio-cultural
settings.

Beginning /Applicable for Intermediate, and Advanced

Adj. (e.g. N (e.g. YiR 0))
Adj.N (e.g. witmtc N (e.g. *) (CliAt.tz.

AtiVi .
iEttfei, iRnek,, etc-

Group Size 3 students in each group

Time 10 minutes

Preparation Prepare pictures of different houses, apartments and rooms.
Photographs from magazines and newspapers may be used.

Activity (Role Play)
One student is a real estate agent. The other two students are
a husband and wife or friends seeking an apartment or a
house. They express their preferences for a living space,
and the agent tries tc accommodate them by showing them
different pictures.

So cio -Cultural Students will learn of the smaller scale apartments available
Notes in Japan. They also learn that apartments are usually

unfurnished and do not have kitchen appliances (range,oven,
etc.), nor cabinets. The closet space is normally used for
storing bedding and not for hanging clothes, etc. They also
learn that one pays not only a security deposit but also a non-
refundable 'rei kin' (RA), which is about one or more
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month's rent.

Application This activity can be used for different proficiency levels.
For beginners, use simple pictures or drawings of houses
illustrating, for example, big, small, spacious, clean
modern, etc. Add on more topics as appropriate, for
example, price, number of rooms, neighborhood,
convenience to transportation and shopping, etc. Compare
the houses and discuss which one is most desirable.
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18. When Can We Get Together? / 111-7-Ake) t L ct

Objectives Being able to discuss scheduling (time, days of the week
and common activities etc.), and to set up a meeting. To
begin and end telephone conversations.

Level Beginning /Applicable to Intermediate and Advanced

Language

Group size

Time

Prep aratio n

Activity

L , L t bc,

time /date *b'

Time words ( e.g. 1/1.') , toc A, t), Ej etc.;
H , , etc.; HA , etc.,)

Other words such as L. ft L, , e ,

Students in pairs

15 minutes

Prepare two different one-week schedules making sure
that there are some common free time slots or some
activities that can be rescheduled. They should include class
times, studying times, activities, etc. Students can also write
their own real schedules to be used for this activity.

This is a telephone conversation activity. The two
students should not be able to see each other's schedules. The
students want to set up a date, for example, for two hours of
studying together or four hours for a movie. They should
decide on the day, time and place to meet.

Application For more advanced students this activity can include
making an appointment with a teacher, etc. using polite
forms. Use expressions such as-) t) , , ,

etc., and more expanded vocabulary for activides.
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19. To Whom Shall We Send Gifts?!

Objectives Talking about giving and receiving.

Level Beginning / Applicable to Intermediate and Advanced

Language Cf;.: _DI /1 L,±ii .
/11<.

/"-

Everyday household items appropriate as gifts such as
sugar, seaweed, dried mushrooms, tea, boxed sweets, sake,
towels, soap, gift certificates for books or for department
stores, etc.

Group size Students in pairs

Time 15 minutes

Preparation A gift catalogue

Activity (Role play)
End of the year (or mid-summer) gift time is
approaching. A husband and wife discuss to whom they
should send gifts and make a list of gifts for various
people from the catalogue.

So cio -Cultural This activity provides an opportunity for students to
Notes explore the important part that social status and other

factors play in interpersonal relationships in Japan.
Students learn about 8Mt and t3 41-Jt customs.

Application More advanced students can discuss the reasons for
feeling obliged or wishing to send the gifts. They can also
extend the role play to include visits to different people to
present the gifts, or writing letters of thanks for the gifts.
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20. Survey of Gift Giving /Pa 1)11ALA

Objectives Conducting a survey to find out what products are most often
given/received on birthdays, according to age, gender, family,
personal relationship, etc.

Levels

Language

Beginning / Intermediate

/
Fiff(zialt.S.A1Z--)t

P)11\f,:111"-C-4-bl tot Lrzb,.
<

family, friends, personal gift items

Group size 8 students as a team and later all students in class

Time 10 minutes

Preparation A tic-tac-toe grid (See the sample grid.)

Activity Teamed students interview one another regarding birthday gifts.
They must find out who gives or receives the gifts, and what kinds of
gifts items are most frequently exchanged. A team recorder records
their findings. A reporter reports the results in the class. The
teacher can tally the survey results on the blackboard.

Following the survey, each student fills out a tic-tac-toe grid with his/
her own personal information. Then he/she asks other students, who
were not on the team, and finds a student with the identical responses.

Have the person sign his/her name in the square. They continue the
process until three contiguous squares are signed. When a tic-tac-toe
is completed, he/she should announce it by saying I

or ,E -) At A, ! The activity ends when three students
complete the tic-tac-toe.

61;
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Notes Choice of giving and receiving expressions depends on the
uchi /soto 5 t7 /5I and superior /subordinate relationships
_ETA* among the givers, receivers, and describers of the event.

Variations 1. Each team reviews and corrects the recorder's report. After the
cooperative reviewing of the report, it can be submitted to the
instructor for evaluation.

2. As homework each student surveys and writes what his/her
family members said about their birthday gift giving.

Application 1. The activity can be extended to survey Christmas gifts.

2. The activity and the tic-tac-toe grid will be used in the same
manner when students conduct a survey of information such as
who does things for whom, who receives such care or favor, and
what sort of care or favor is done frequently. Fill out the grid with/ <
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Survey of Gift Giving / r) PAIIM

1110410-tos z""..- lil Mat

WILtz tt-1.14:1,1Tt 1./61Tit

-1)9It <htLt. Wz:4!tILtz

tt,-)tzii,Tt kiftzwel- OZ.:It.tz
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21. Could You Give Me Directions?

Objectives

Level

Language

Asking for and understanding directions to various places.

Beginnning /Applicable for Intermediate

(t)(,
ce*Tv--i< (C:Ct*I9
(th) (id) itha, etc.

11<, , etc.

F) Alta,
*E(IiN), etc.

&SI

Group size Students in pairs

Time 10 minutes

Preparation Two maps, one with locations marked for shops and
residences, the other showing streets only.

Activity

Cultural Notes

(Role play)
One student with a complete map plays the role of a police
officer at a police box in front of a station ( gailf0)t
0) t3S 9 k). The other student wants to visit X family.
He or she also wants to buy a gift, perhaps fruit or whiskey.
He or she has to get some cash at X bank. (Devise an
appropriate situation according to the map being used.) The
policeman gives directions. The other student marks
locations of the places on the blank map following the
directions.

By using real maps, students learn that most small streets
in Japan have no names, and that they are often very
irregular. Policemen in policeboxes in front of stations help
people find their way. When making formal visits in Japan,
it is customary to take a gift such as fruit, boxed sweets,
liquor, etc.
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22. What Is Common? / )JttPO

Objectives Asking and making statements about the likes and dislikes of self and
others. Exchanging detailed personal information such as name, age,
address, family, and friends. Talking about regularly occurring
activities

Levels

Language

Beginning / Intermediate /Advanced

1i) < /fit
*13clIfiff-Ctbe

foitz#Pkb4) 9 115-b. /1514:034*
f4r*U1J-c#1-blo /tiT ?
itill*A it ,

Ls*,1 -CtiP / tzitA,-C.111
(1.,(k3b1. /hL

B*14-7 9 1 tO

/t3ititoltE
/

Age, major, school standing, favorite subjects, hobbies, interests,
family, residences, future plans, travel experiences, lifestyles

Group Size 4 students

Time 8 minutes

Preparation None

Activity Students gather personal information from one another in a team.
They are to find three aspects common to all members in the team.
Also each member in the team must find something unique to
himself/herself, which no other members in the team have.
Encourage teamed students to find common features uniquely
different from the rest of the class. Avoid statements such as

9 it, WAIL, tTI:C*1-, etc.
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When they finish the task, a spokesperson from each team reports
their findings. The instructor does a comprehension check regarding
what was reported.

Notes The activitiy is effective as an ice breaker to get to know classmates.

Variation 1. The topics can be extended to characteristics of nations,
professions, schools, etc.
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23. What Is the Difference? /

Objective

Level

Language

Group size

Time

Prep aratio n

Activity

Variation

DeLcribing location of objects /people, and
what people are doing, how things/people look, etc.
Comprehending such descriptions.

Beginning /Applicable for Intermediate and Advanced

Sample I
±, F L VT,

J:

fit6, vpiam.

avt, k, etc.
Sample II

tblo ttiog)±.1:
b4)i) t0 4z: 2:albc
L't t 4:7:C11152T-to AoDSEt±'L

Students in pairs

10 minutes

Prepare two similar pictures with a number of differences.

(Matching game)
Have the students describe their own picture and ask
questions about their partners' in order to discover what the
differences are. The students do not show the pictures to
each other. The pair which discovers the most differences
wins.

Use one simple picture and have one student describe it
while the ther draws the picture without looking at it.
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Cultural Notes Use pictures with cultural significance, whenever possible.

Application This activity can easily be used for any level by varying the
content of the pictures.
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24. Scramble / fis 1- '7

Ob;ectives

Levels

Language

Group Size

Time

Preparation

Activity

Notes

Variations

Reading words and sentences to create a coherent and cohesive
passage.

Beginning/ Intermediate / Advanced

Ehtlit tbb-Ctrb.
ettbit3i, i)-(#1-blo

ett.T#tbl.
-ttit-L-)*C<4.:1/1.

tzti)itt L

4 students

8 minutes

Prepare a short passage and cut it apart into strips of sentences. Place
the pieces into an envelope. The number of envelopes should match
the number of teams.

Each team receives one envelope containing the cut up sentences of a
passage. After reading each piece, students unscramble them and
place in meaningful order.

When they finish the task, they should raise their hands. The
instructor will check the task by asking the students to read the
passage. Or he/she can debrief the entire class, asking them to share
their passages.

This activity requires receptive and productive skills, listening,
reading, and speaking. Students have to create a cohesive and
meaningful passage. Cooperative work makes the task fun .

1. For beginners, use Hiragana and/or Katakana symbe's to make
words.
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2. For beginning and intermediate students, use cut up words
to create sentences.

3. For advanced students, use cut up paragraphs to create
a longer passage.
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1

1

1

Scramble - Samples / 7 1-17

Photocopy the following, cut them into pieces, and place them in an envelope.
Make one envelope for each team.

1. Word Scramble (9 pieces)

Liit.

3ik* H2Iv

"C

2. Sentence Scramble (6 pieces)

7)t

AJk t 41 , <1c&t.1-C-1- .

IINkfIlstithi) t.
El F.74 -J:/ 13 Vi1.)-C-4--.

Anti. fv1.3.V.,-1411-4-31-E,

El*Lt 9 7 J6i)*
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25. Secrets / MCI L

Objectives

Levels

Language

Group size

Time

Prep aratio n

Activity

Understanding the gist and cohesive features of a passage and telling
it without changing the content.

Beginning / Intermediate

MCI L 1 3

Vocabulary varies depending on selected passage.

5 students

15 minutes

Prepare a short passage describing a situation, which can be told in a
few minutes. The passage should be cohesive and meaningful in
content. Instruct the five students in each team to sit in a row.

(Game)
Teamed students compete to pass on the gist of a passage to their
teammates accurately and speedily.

A student from each team gathers around the teacher, who tells a
prepared short passage without letting the rest of the class hear.
Students cannot take notes but they can ask questions to clarify and to
confirm the passage. They go back to their own team and whisper to
one of the teammates what they heard without letting the rest of the
tt.am hear. They continue the procedure until the passage is passed
on to the last person in the team, who records a summary of what
he/she heard.

The instructor debriefs the class by having the last person in each
team read their passage. And the teacher tells the class the passage.
The class compares each team's passage with the teacher's. If they
art different, trace back how and when the passage was passed on
differently.
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Notes The activity requires the ability to grasp the gist of a passage and
rephrase it, focusing on key words and key messages. A visual of
some type can be shown to students in advance to assist their
understanding of the passage.

Variation 1. Each team reviews and corrects the report written by the last
person in the row. The report can be submitted to the instructor for
evaluation.
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26. Confirming Messages / 01it

Objectives

Levels

Language

Group Size

Time

Preparation

Activity

Notes

Variation

Reading short (three to five sentences) messages on familiar topics.
Making a telepehone call. Confirming messages. Making requests
and offers. Talking about future events.

Beginning / Intermediate /Advanced

frlf - El *it ( .. 04 ...
, El ;MEI , *REEL HIRE!
is,-c-1.,)it,tz./mrch5v)it

i5iEVF /ta < / dffit3titt-11:1--517):.

Time, day, date, month, expressions of hearsay.

2 students

10 minutes

Prepare written messages and two toy telephones, if possible.
Prepare role playing cards. See the card samples.

After reading a message, paired students act out by role playing.
They use role playing cards and talk to each other on the telephone,
confirming the message, making requests, offering suggestions for
future events.

The activity requires the receptive and productive skills, listening,
reading, and speaking. Since it requires three skills, it is more
challenging for communication. The role playing cards can provide
specific information for beginning level and more situational and
sociocultural context for intemediate and advanced levels.

1. Prepare written messages and role playing cards with the
appropriate register (IfigiAg ) for advanced students. For
instance, a junior member of a Japanese company has taken telephone
messages from clients for his manager. In turn, the manager will call
back the clients to confirm the messages, make requests and offers on

business deals.
b`4.,
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Messages Samples of a memorandum and r ole playing cards /
Raz _ 4 t A

A%

at

ithtt)</aP;TMblhi)tLfJ:.
IfIlEkDtp4-tZ6Vb1.t.tz:*6-t3T't.

tML-CLE-11,4:.

Rene Plitynius CET&

Stuoiemi A - Trahniz

Call Akira to confirm the time and day to go to a concert. Give him the directions
to your house. You want to have a light dinner before the concert. Suggest the
idea. If he agrees with you, then ask him to come earlier so that you have enough
time to have the dinner. Discuss the appropriate time for him to come to the house.

Sittuadent 1 - Akar&

Tell Yoshiko the time and day of getting together for the concert. Since you
have not been to her house before, ask her the directions. Accept her suggestion
about the dinner and suggest stopping at a restaurant before the concert. Discuss
the appropriate time to pick her up.

3
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27. Let's Put Them In Order / )1E4U e ?

Objectives Describing actions and events that are presently taking
place, or have already happened.

Level

Language

Beginning, Intermediate and Advanced

etc.

Any expressions that describe the scenes

Group size 4 -5 students in each group

Time 10 minutes

Preparatio n Any serial pictures such as cartoons, scene sequencing
cards for children, etc.

Activity (Sequencing game)
Each student receives one scene of the series. Through each
member's description of his or her scene, the group
tries to figure out the correct sequence.

Variation Keep some portions of the series or dialogues left out for
students to create their own.

Socio -Cultural Cartoons are rich sources for exposing students to the
Notes customs, lifestyles and humor of the people.

" A," , fAr example, offers a wealth of material
depicting Japant..;._ :,)eople's lifestyles, perceptions of nature,
subtle humor, annual events and customs. For example, in
one cartoon every member of the family participates
in (rice cake) making in preparation for the New Year,
and in another, We ( mandarin oranges) hint at the
winter season. The children in the first cartoon are wearing
rabbit-ear costumes and pretending to be rabbits making rice
cakes, after an old folk belief.
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Application Afterwards, have students describe the whole cartoon orally
or in writing. This is good practice in the use of
connectives.

For advanced students, use materials that would give them
good discussion topics.
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28. Tell Me the Story You Read tfait.ra,ttutzb.

Objectives

Levels

Language

Group Size

Time

Preparation

Activity

Reading texts and describing/narrating a linked sequence of events
read in the texts. Exchanging detailed information, and clarifying
information, gathering missing information. Writing a short
summary of the information.

Beginning /Intermediate / Advanced

tt.t-C<ttile
EVAL-C<ht-tA.b.
EktocSATTrb.

See sample readers.

4 students

15 minutes

Prepare one set of two related reading materials: Reader #1 and
Reader #2. Before distributing them to students, prepare materials
such as pictures relevant to the content and a vocabulary list. The
advanced organizing materials will help students comprehend the
reading materials.

Introduce the 'advanced organizer.' Encourage students to guess
and anticipate the content of the readers.

Divide the class in half. Distribute Reader #1 to one half of the class
and Reader #2 to the other. Pair up students within the divided half
and instruct them to read the given materials cooperatively with their
partners. They may take notes. After three minutes, the instructor
collects the reading materials. Paired students discuss and review
what they read.

Form a four person team with one pair of students from each
divided half. Each student is assigned a role as spokesperson,
recorder, timer, or moderator. They exchange as much information
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Notes

and descriptions as possible about the materials they read.

The spokesperson from each team reports their statements in class.
The instructor debriefs the entire class by asking True or False
questions regarding the contents of the readers.

This activity is different from a traditional reading exercise,
because students are reading the readers cooperatively. Not only
do they comprehend the materials but they also assist one another
through cooperative work.

Variations 1. As homework, each student writes a summary of what his/her
team talked about during the activity in class.

2. Following the above activity, each team can create and develop
a story based on the passage.
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Tell Me the Story You Read - Sample Reader #1 /
el 1-61A1 Ltz.bNTS3c #1

Mit-AX-Ctb1,#±/LAi.*1Titt.t,:oilMW-c

b4A,M:tkTldlit0 435ZbIldIL-ttrott0

ildlt.*5)1WEIMBIT,WItite*A1
7M1-c0E-1-74/1,<#;1.451)1t1 4-),*Taitte-cokL,

kTl#;1.)-Cot.#±kii,-CA,L,T4-T<L0'

e , *.czomoDbqm-tbl; , .t- z r .

*1450ALIJ-kt,ILtz.tkli,-.1)-litt-q-

k0 f,t)Lii)-.)1.4-1.1t.7;(1MtMkIzt4SD5Y)

1117:4-g)1-1-1166itE,t-3<kiitelto)MoDM

teck.t0T.MNtzli,Jkbt1.161-c't.

t3<kiJIJclikl\ITEIV,721.t:04*,:i--.L11)t/tAz

45k,)1t..1:09:/(zii,ht,Itcr,M<Y)

IT.,1Ct3W_A)9x59,ILM-1-4-.htilit,

1111<Ltit.i1)-,<9t.T1)4), .5-1t. Al*

*,:*6-3-tAtt.

tl
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Tell Me the Story You Read - Sample Reader #2 /
UrziPHZ5c 42

4titttrl-A,II-1-31/31:0)0).-1-St-C-4-. I t. icD 5 1111 El ip

WHIT°, 51-Zo)k,i'MITT-4-blt),

14-13Z -Tit,-TA,-(*wi.

4$49)1EliliPt,L t4.4:;t7Lt,1-)

Tflialt,t)ct Lt-3191-col--blt, *bqat.,1,1A,

iP 5 t.3ti) 1-q-A,.

Aintlitzt,11--
K't,I)utcr Li-

, Ltz.blvv-C.'t t3b1h

34335

t3t-:_-1IA,49)t-3<

1IL iiAltcATet. t3tat kit .t 5 i$ 514T---4-b4),

tzki)/tx1)5t)""C"31)LA,)9 .t t3i-a;stA.

ffi)4), 1,(1)(Zt
L-C trzo)l-wgzL-Ct/Itt.
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Tell Me the Story You Read -Comprehension Check Sample Questions
for Readers #1 and #2

11-4 fite7A utd)1 ii.mtittoprzy)osraim

Listen to the following instructor's statements regarding the reading materials.
If they are true, write down the numbers. If they are false, explain why.

1. EXo )t.3. itatnItt.
2. It _E.A.,( 1 5 t2, *4051..-Ctflit.
3. t3.5ait,ii, 3Mrt0
4 .

5 . 4**ITt.
6 . UktO
7 . Xt1T-C-1-.
8. t.352,A,U-A-1±1\111*-Cli-
9 . 5AQA, it ,
10. #±/L,47)gA,II, #1.WC-t.
11. t3eE/L,b1t).1:<*itU.t) t,41ito
12. 9tbltscliWt,
13- It.E.A.,L04/k,it,Lit.
14. 3131ibltpicrgITE.1-74/1/<"t-)1.,16 it.
15 .

16. 911%
17. Tttct.so)bi*, ftittivr.t.
18-
19- *)1*Wffttr-Ift"C11-<--)t
20- #-E- 1.1/ItcALMtil LT 1.111P.

True statements: 1, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 20
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29. Planning a Dinner Party /

Objectives Being able to read menus, ask and answer questions about the
ingredients and preparation of various dishes. Discussing
preferences and choices.

Levels Intermediate / Applicable for Beginning and Advanced

Language tri-)4:)*bisZ.
---b4)Littxt,). ---b10-)TAIZ?
----M31E-C 111Z . . etc.

fifi < SWZ., etc.
till Tiff, B*V-Iff , fait, i**, and items on the
menus.

Group Size 5 6 students in each group

Time 20 minutes

Preparation Several menus, preferably authentic ones

Activity (Role Play)
Each group receives several menus. The group plans a
dinner party for their teachers before graduation, or for any
other special occasion. The students study the menus and
discuss which restaurant to go to, and what dishes to order
for their party.

Variation Supplement the activity with telephone calls to the
restaurants, writing invitation letters to their classmates, etc.
In the suggested activity, students read several menus. It is
also possible to use only one menu and have the students play
the roles of a waiter or waitress and customers.

So cio -Cultural University students in Japan often hold an elaborate dinner
Notes party on the occasion of their graduation. They attend such

celebration parties (NW*) as a group, not as couples. ln
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addition, they often hold a dinner party (at) for their
teachers.

Application This activity can be used for beginning level students using
simpler vocabulary and sentences (e.g. t-T s tato,

th1.1.
3 , etc.), and using menus mostly

written in Hiragana and Katakana. For more advanced
students, include other factors such as locations of
restaurants (give students a map of the area, e.g. a map of
Tokyo), or incorporate some unexpected circumstances, e.g.
the restaurant is not open on the day when they want to have
the party, and students have to negotiate for some special
arrangements, etc.
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ZOTA

TEL. 432-1731
. iii-C141

'r" 1 05CegtIYAZ'al[E3-5-8

it Japanese-styk foods

10,000F6 6,000133 10.000F9 10.000123

5.00113

31 ,tiwirt,

7,0001:9

32 *P'
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30. Cultur al Bingo /

Objectives

Levels

Language

Group Size

Time

Preparation

Activity

Notes

Variations

Acquiring information on the culture and society of Japan and
answering questions

Intermediate/Advanced

Current issues in the society, business, geography, culture, and
currency, and metric measurements.

1 mile 1.6 kilometers
1 pound 453.59 grams
1 foot 30.48 centimeters
1 inch = 2.54 centimeters

10 miles = 16 km
4 pound = 113.4 g

5 feet 3 inches = 160.0 cm

All

10 minutes

Make a grid and fill each box with cultural questions.

All students receive one cultural bingo sheet filled with questions.
Students circulate and ask questions in Japanese to find a person who
can answer each question. The person has to sign his/her name in the
box after answering the question. Each student can sign only once on
each sheet. The first person to complete a horizontal, vertical, or
diagonal column wins Bingo.

This activity is good for assessing students' knowledge of Japan at the
beginning of the semester. It serves as an ice breaker for a new class,
since students have to interact with one another. It is also effective to
review a variety of cultural materials discussed in class.

1. Students act out different roles by asking the bingo questions
using polite or casual style, depending on the role relationship.

The class is divided into one half to conduct the survey and assess
knowledge of Japan. One group is instructed to ask questions as
politely as possible, because interviewees hold high status in the
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society and are much older than interviewers. The other group is to
ask the questions as if they are close friends, peers, or family
members. They can speak to one another very casually and
informally.

e.g. Do you know the capital of Japan?

Group 1: la *0D-A1R. I:

Group 2: B*0-Ntii
Ali ,:.?

2. Each grid can be filled with kana, kanji, pictures, dates of month.
Depending on the bingo materials, it is suitable for beginners.
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Cultural Bingo

Write your name in the center space. Then ask other people to sign their names
after answering any question. Each person can sign your card pilly_ors. The first
person to complete a horizontal, vertical, or diagonal column wins Bingo- H *.

,

Who knows an
American who
traveled by
shin'kan'sen?

Who knows the
name of the
current Japanese
Era?

Who can name a
Japanese watch
maker?

Who can say
"Happy Birthday"
in Japanese?

Who has a
Japanese-made TV
set?

Who can name Whose house is
the prime within 16
minister of kilometers from
Japan? the school?

Who can name a
Japanese in
history?

Who knows
how many yen
is equal to 1
dollar?

Who knows the
capital of Japan?

Z.: L r..:

lotxtz0tilt'
illttctil

Who has a Who can name
Japanese car two Japanese
made in the U. companies?
S.?

Who knows a
Japanese film
director?

Who knows what
soy sauce is
made of?

Who practices Who can
karate or name 2
aikido? Japanese

banks?

Who knows a Who can eat 113
Japanese writer? grams of

Hamburger?

Who knows 4
islands of
Japan?

Who is taller
than 160cm?

Who knows the Who knows
population of what "senpai"
Japan? means?

Who knows
2 religions of
Japan?

Who has no t
eaten sushi?
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